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Figure 1: EgoObjects dataset. Left: It contains videos of objects captured from the first-person viewpoint under 10 diverse
conditions (only 5 are shown for clarity). Multiple objects in each video are annotated with instance ID and category label. In
each row, we visualize the annotations of one instance track (“can opener”) in one video captured under one set of condition
variable choices. For clarity, we use shorthand notations: D – Distance, B – Background, L – Lighting, M – Camera Motion.
Also annotations on other objects are not shown. Right: A visualization of a subset of non-leaf nodes in our hierarchical
object taxonomy, covering diverse object categories. Leaf nodes and other non-leaf nodes are omitted for clarity.

Abstract

Object understanding in egocentric visual data is ar-
guably a fundamental research topic in egocentric vision.
However, existing object datasets are either non-egocentric
or have limitations in object categories, visual content,
and annotation granularities. In this work, we intro-
duce EgoObjects, a large-scale egocentric dataset for fine-
grained object understanding. Its Pilot version contains
over 9K videos collected by 250 participants from 50+
countries using 4 wearable devices, and over 650K ob-
ject annotations from 368 object categories. Unlike prior
datasets containing only object category labels, EgoObjects
also annotates each object with an instance-level identifier,
and includes over 14K unique object instances. EgoOb-
jects was designed to capture the same object under diverse

background complexities, surrounding objects, distance,
lighting and camera motion. In parallel to the data collec-
tion, we conducted data annotation by developing a multi-
stage federated annotation process to accommodate the
growing nature of the dataset. To bootstrap the research on
EgoObjects, we present a suite of 4 benchmark tasks around
the egocentric object understanding, including a novel in-
stance level- and the classical category level object detec-
tion. Moreover, we also introduce 2 novel continual learn-
ing object detection tasks. The dataset and API are avail-
able at https://github.com/facebookresearch/EgoObjects.

1. Introduction

Object understanding tasks, such as classification and
detection, are arguably fundamental research topics in com-
puter vision. Enormous amount of advances achieved so
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far have been accelerated by the availability of large-scale
datasets, such as ImageNet [14], COCO [28], LVIS [18],
Open Images [24] and Objectron [1]. Those datasets often
contain images captured from a third-person or exocentric
viewpoint and curated from given sources (e.g. Flicker).
Albeit the large volume, they often only capture individ-
ual object instances in a single image or video, and do not
capture the same object under diverse settings, which are
important for fine-grained object understanding task, such
as instance-level object detection. In contrast, object un-
derstanding tasks in egocentric vision processes visual data
containing objects captured from a first-person or egocen-
tric viewpoint. The approaches to those tasks have wide
applications in augmented reality and robotics, such as ro-
bustly anchoring virtual content at a real world object un-
der various conditions (e.g. background, lighting, distance),
and are often required to perform well from the egocen-
tric viewpoint and distinguish objects at both category- (e.g.
mug vs kettle) and instance level (e.g. my mug vs your mug)
under various conditions. Therefore, there are clear gaps in
adopting existing exocentric datasets for egocentric object
understanding.

On the other hand, several egocentric datasets contain-
ing object annotations have been built. A family of such
datasets are focused on capturing human activities and
hand-object interactions. Ego4D [17] contains a large num-
ber of egocentric videos of human activities. However, ac-
cording to the PACO-Ego4D [39] which mines the objects
from Ego4D, there are only 75 object categories with at
least 20 samples, and each object instance often only ap-
pears in one video. Epic-Kitchens-100 [11] contains over
700 videos depicting human activities in the kitchen, but
only annotates objects within the kitchen. HOI4D [30] is
collected for category-level human-object interaction, and
only contains 800 different object instances from 16 cat-
egories. There are several other datasets that are more
object-centric, including TREK-150 [15], FPHA [16] and
CO3D [41], but only contain objects from a limited set
of categories (<50). Objects there are often captured in a
single setup or few setups with limited variations in sur-
rounding objects, background, distances and camera mo-
tions. Moreover, semantic granularity of the object anno-
tations are often limited at category-level, and object in-
stances from the same category are not distinguished, which
impedes the development of instance-level object under-
standing approaches. Therefore, there are still significant
gaps with existing egocentric datasets in the dataset scale,
visual content variations around individual objects, object
semantic diversity, and instance-level object annotation.

To address these gaps, we introduce EgoObjects, a new
large-scale egocentric video dataset for fine-grained object
understanding (Figure 1). Unlike prior egocentric datasets
which are limited to a small dataset scale, a specific do-

main or a small number of object categories, EgoObjects
includes a large number of videos containing objects from
hundreds of object categories commonly seen in the house-
holds and offices worldwide. For video capture, 4 wear-
able devices with various field-of-view are used, including
Vuzix Blade smart glasses1, Aria glasses2, Ray-Ban Sto-
ries smart glasses3 and mobile phones with ultra-wide lens4,
which provide representative media formats of egocentric
visual data. Each main object is captured in multiple videos
with different choices of nearby secondary objects, back-
ground complexity, lighting, viewing distance and camera
motion. We annotate both the main and secondary objects
in the sampled frames with bounding boxes, category level
semantic labels and instance-level object identifiers (ID). In
current Pilot version release, it contains over 9, 200 videos
of over 30 hours collected by 250 participants from 50+
countries and regions, and 654K object annotations with
368 object categories and 14K unique object instance IDs
from 3.8K hours of annotator efforts. To our best knowl-
edge, EgoObjects is the largest egocentric video dataset of
objects in terms of object categories, videos with object an-
notations, and object instances captured in multiple condi-
tions. Comparisons between EgoObjects and other datasets
can be seen in Table 1.

To bootstrap the research on EgoObjects, we introduce 4
benchmark tasks spanning over both non-continual learning
and continual learning settings. For non-continual learning
setting, we include a novel instance-level object detection
task, largely under-explored previously due to the lack of a
dataset with object ID annotations, as well as conventional
category-level object detection task. For continual learning
setting, we present novel object detection tasks at instance-
and category level. Evaluations of different approaches to
all tasks are also presented to establish the baseline bench-
marks. In particular, for instance-level object detection task,
a novel target-aware instance detection approach is pro-
posed and validated to outperform a baseline target-agnostic
object detection method.

To summarize, we make the following contributions.

• We created a large-scale egocentric dataset for object un-
derstanding, which features videos captured by various
wearable devices at worldwide locations, objects from a
diverse set of categories commonly seen in indoor envi-
ronments, and videos of the same object instance captured
under diverse conditions.

• We proposed a multi-stage federated annotation process
for the continuously growing dataset to accompany the

1https://www.vuzix.com
2https://about.meta.com/realitylabs/projectaria
3https://www.meta.com/glasses
4Participants are asked to hold mobile phone close to their eyes to sim-

ulate egocentric viewpoints
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Exocentric Egocentric
Objectron CO3D BOP Epic-K∗. HOI4D Ego4D∗∗ EgoObjects

#category 9 50 89 300∗ 16 75 368+
#participant int’l. - - 45 9 859 int’l. 250 int’l.
#image 4M 1.5M 330K 20M 2.4M 23.9K 114K+
#instance 17K 19K 89 - 800 17K 14K+
#bbox - - - 38M - 50K 654K+
inst ID ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
device M M PC,K G K,I G,V,Z,W,PP R,A,V,M

Table 1: Comparing EgoObjects with other datasets. For
EgoObjects, we report statistics of the current Pilot version, which
is estimated to account for 10% of the full dataset (thus the “+”
notation). ∗Epic-Kitchen-100 [11] only contain object categories
in the kitchen. ∗∗Ego4D statistics are reported by the PACO-
Ego4D [39], which annotates objects in the Ego4D [17]. Abbre-
viation for devices: M=Mobile, K=Kinect, A=Aria, G=GoPro,
PC=Primesense Carmine, I=Intel RealSense, V=Vuzix Blade,
R=Ray-Ban Stories, PP=Pupil, Z=Zetronix zShades, W=Weeview.

parallel data collection at scale. Rich annotations at video
level (e.g. location, background description) and object-
level (e.g. bounding box, object instance ID, category
level semantic label) are collected from 3.8K hours of hu-
man annotator efforts.

• We introduced 4 benchmark tasks on EgoObjects, in-
cluding the novel instance-level and the conventional
category-level object detection tasks as well as their
continual learning variants. We evaluated multiple ap-
proaches on all tasks, and also proposed a novel target-
aware approach for instance-level object detection task.

2. Related Work
Egocentric object understanding datasets. Given the
growing needs of egocentric object understanding in aug-
mented reality and robotics, several egocentric datasets fo-
cused on objects have been built. TEgO [25] contains ego-
centric images of only 19 distinct objects for training ob-
ject recognizers. TREK-150 [15] consists of 150 anno-
tated videos for tracking objects from 34 categories merely.
Despite the availability of object annotations, other larger
egocentric datasets are more focused on human activities
and hand-object interactions. For example, Epic-Kitchens-
100 [11] captures 700 videos of nearly 100 human activities
involving 300 object categories in the kitchen, but is limited
to the kitchen scenario. The ADL [37] dataset features peo-
ple performing everyday activities in kitchens, which has
object boxes, object track ID, action labels. However, it
only has 42 object categories and the track ID is not used for
analysis. The MECCANO [38] is a multimodal dataset of
egocentric videos to study humans behavior understanding
in industrial-like settings with object, depth, and gaze anno-
tations, supporting a suite of 5 tasks. However, the diversity
of participants and locations is limited. FPHA [16] captures

45 different daily hand-object action categories involving
only 26 different objects. HOI4D [30] contains videos of
human-object interaction with only 800 different object in-
stances from 16 categories. Albeit the large number of hu-
man activity videos, the recent Ego4D [17] only contains
object annotations from around 75 object categories with
at least 20 samples. Object instances often only appear in
a single video, and only 870 instances have more than 5
occurrences. Meanwhile, synthetic egocentric datasets are
built to scale up the data collection. xR-EgoPose [47] is a
large-scale synthetic dataset containing realistic renderings
of people in various poses and serves as a benchmark of
3D human pose estimation. It is focused on ego-body and
simulates fisheye lens where the surrounding environment,
including objects, are largely distorted. EHOI [26] is also
a synthetic dataset, consisting of 20K images and 124K ob-
ject instances from 19 categories with interactions with hu-
man hands. Its fidelity is low compared with real data, and it
has limited complexities in lighting, background and view-
points. To summarize, existing egocentric datasets have
limitations in the number of object categories, the variations
in the setting of capturing the same object, the granularity
of object semantic labeling where instance-level object ID
is not available and photorealism in synthetic datasets.

Instance-level object detection and datasets. Being able
to localize and recognize different object instances is criti-
cal to applications in augmented reality and robotics, such
as detecting a specific toy or a custom industrial part. How-
ever, such task has been severely less explored due to the
lack of object ID annotations at scale in existing datasets. In
the cases of a growing number of object instances to detect,
which is arguably a realistic setup, instance-level detection
approaches are often required to adapt with little-to-no fine-
tuning time. Mercier et al [34] proposed a template-based
detector that uses example viewpoints of the target object to
detect it in query images without extra training, and evalu-
ated it on a small exocentric dataset of 20 object instances
only. Hu et al [22] proposed a template-based detection ap-
proach, which incorporated a multi-level correlation model
and a similarity-refine module, for handling the category-
agnostic instance. On the dataset side, T-less [20] is an ob-
ject dataset with 6D pose annotation for only 30 industry-
relevant object instances. In [43], a small dataset of 10K
RGBD images of 24 object instances were created for ob-
ject detection and pose estimation. BOP dataset [21] com-
bines 8 public datasets, and consists of 89 object instances
with 3D groundtruth and over 330K RGBD images from
different viewpoints. All those datasets aforementioned are
not egocentric, and only contains a small number of ob-
ject instances. In contrast, EgoObjects contains over 14K
unique object instances captured under diverse settings. We
also propose a target-agnosic baseline approach and a novel
target-aware approach, and evaluate them on EgoObjects.
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(a) Number of instances per category. (b) Number of annotations per category.
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Figure 2: Dataset statistics. (a) Left: the number of instances per category in the log scale. Right: the word cloud highlights the head
categories, including box, bottle. (b) Left the number of annotations per category in the log scale. Right: the word cloud is similar to (a),
but a few new head categories emerge, including mug, boot. (c) Spatial distribution of the main objects center coordinates, confirming the
diverse locations of main objects. (d) Relative bounding box sizes compared between EgoObjects, LVIS, and COCO. EgoObjects has more
objects of medium and large sizes in the egocentric view. (e) Diverse distribution of participants’ geographic locations in 50+ countries
from 5 continents. (f) Distribution of video metadata including lighting (left) and background (right). Most objects are collected indoor,
where lighting is more likely either artificial or low light. The background is uniformly distributed across rooms within the household.

Continual learning. Conventional object understanding
approaches build static models incapable of adapting their
predictive behaviors over time. In contrast, continual learn-
ing models can learn from an infinite stream of data and
grow their predicative capabilities while reducing catas-
trophic forgetting of previous knowledge [33, 5, 3, 9, 35,
2, 40, 8, 48]. Broadly speaking, they can be categorized
into 3 classes [12] with increasing complexities and practi-
calities. In Task Incremental Learning, individual tasks with
respective training data arrive sequentially, and the model is
often built with separate heads for individual tasks. At in-
ference time, a task ID is required for each sample. In the
Class Incremental Learning, no task ID is provided at any
time, and the model often has only one head. In the most
general Data Incremental Learning [13], more assumptions
on the stationary data distribution and the paradigm of se-
quentially growing tasks and classes are removed. In this
work, we use EgoObjects to set up 2 new continual learn-
ing tasks, which covers both Class- and Data Incremental
Learning paradigms. Moreover, existing approaches are of-
ten assessed on small object classification datasets, such
as Core50 [32] and OpenLORIS-Object [45]. To our best
knowledge, EgoObjects is the first dataset to support the
benchmarking of continual learning of object detection at
both instance and category level.
Category-level object detection. Early CNN-based ap-
proaches include both two-stage methods, which tackles

object proposal generation and object recognition sepa-
rately [42, 6], and single-stage methods which remove the
explicit object proposal generation for simplicity and effi-
ciency [29, 4, 46]. Recent transformer-based methods in-
troduce attention building blocks into both the backbone
and the detection head to significantly improve the detec-
tion performance [7, 50, 10]. However, those approaches
are often only evaluated on exocentric datasets, such as
COCO [28] and LVIS [18], while their performance on ego-
centric datasets are largely unknown. EgoObjects contains
nearly 400 object categories, and we assess both CNN and
transformer models on it.

3. EgoObjects Dataset
3.1. An Overview

In current Pilot version, EgoObjects contains over 9K
videos collected by 250 participants. A total of 114K
frames are sampled and annotated.
Object instances captured under diverse conditions. A
total of 14.4K unique object instances from 368 categories
are annotated. Among them, there are 1.3K main object
instances from 206 categories and 13.1K secondary object
instances (i.e., objects accompanying the main object) from
353 categories. On average, each image is annotated with
5.6 instances from 4.8 categories, and each object instance
appears in 44.8 images, which ensures diverse viewing di-
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Figure 3: EgoObjects multi-stage annotation. See text for details
at each stage.

rections for the object. To further break down, for the main
object, each instance appears in 95.9 images, whereas each
secondary instance i.e. 39.8 images on average. See distri-
butions of unique object instances and object annotations
in Figure 2a and 2b, respectively. Both figures indicate
the long-tailed nature of the dataset, making the benchmark
more challenging and closer to the real-world distributions.
Diverse object spatial distribution. We encourage partici-
pants to avoid center bias during the capture of main objects
with the moving camera. In Figure 2c, we confirm both the
center coordinates are widely spread in the image.
Object scale distribution in egocentric view. Figure 2d
compares EgoObjects with other datasets on the relative
size distribution of object bounding boxes. The relative size
is defined as the square root of the box-area-over-image-
area ratio. Compared to COCO and LVIS, EgoObjects has
more medium and large-sized objects, and suits the appli-
cations of egocentric object understanding where the users
are more likely to interact with closer objects.
Metadata statistics. We further accumulate the per-video
statistics across several metadata tags. As shown in Fig-
ure 2e, our data is geographically diverse, covering 50+
countries from five continents. Finally, as presented in Fig-
ure 2f, our data also has a diverse distribution covering var-
ious video capture conditions for lighting and backgrounds.

3.2. Data Collection

We work with third-party vendors to recruit participants
for capturing videos of common indoor objects at world-
wide locations. They use various glasses such as Vuzix
Blade, Aria Glasses, and Ray-Ban Stories. They also use
the ultra-wide lens on mobile phones and hold the phone
close to the eyes for simulating the egocentric viewpoint.
Participants are asked to capture videos of objects from a
predefined list of 400 object categories, referred as main
object categories. Each main object should be unique in the
individual location and captured under various conditions.

We define 4 variables of capture conditions, including
background complexity, camera motion, object distance and
lighting. The background complexity can be either “sim-
ple” or “busy”. The simple background has at least 3 sur-

rounding objects besides the main object, whereas the busy
background has at least 5 other objects. In either back-
ground, we ask participants to capture the main object in
natural settings (vs intentional setting). We also instruct the
participants to move the camera around and capture differ-
ent views of the main object, while avoiding the bias that
the main object always stays in the center of the view. We
define three 3 of camera motion: 1) “horizontal”: move the
camera from left to right or right to left. 2) “vertical”: move
the camera upwards or downwards and 3) “combined”: ro-
tate the camera both horizontally and vertically. The ob-
ject distance also has three levels, i.e. “near”, “medium”,
and “far”. We define the object scale and the frame scale
as the longer object dimension and the shorter frame edge,
respectively. Near distance refer to those that the object-
scale/frame-scale ratio is larger than 30%, whereas the
medium distance has the ratio fall in between 20% and 30%.
All remaining images are considered as having far object
distances to the camera. For lighting conditions, there are
two levels bright and dim. Lighting is considered as bright
when a light meter reads above 250 lux and dim otherwise.

Given these 4 variables, participants are instructed to col-
lect 10 videos of each main object according to 10 prede-
fined configurations (see details in supplement), and each
video lasts at least 10 seconds. Finally, videos are further
tagged with rich metadata including the associated partic-
ipant ID, main object category, location, background de-
scription and capture time.

3.3. Federated Annotation of the Growing Dataset

EgoObjects data collection was planned to operate at
large scale and lasted for 14 months. To reduce the over-
all dataset creation time, we conducted data annotation in
parallel to the data collection, which continuously grew the
dataset and introduced more complexities to the data anno-
tation. Inspired by LVIS [18], we adopt the idea of fed-
erated annotation to achieve a balance between annotation
cost and annotation exhaustiveness, and further propose a 3-
stage annotation pipeline tailored to the continuously grow-
ing nature of our dataset. Figure 3 illustrates our annota-
tion pipeline, which is used to annotate video frames evenly
sampled at 1 FPS.
Stage 1: category discovery. The annotators are instructed
to identify object categories from a predefined vocabulary
V of 600+ categories commonly seen in indoor egocentric
view. Annotators are asked to find at least 5 categories per
each image if possible, including the main object category
and other salient secondary objects.
Stage 2: exhaustive instance labeling. For each image,
3 annotators exhaustively annotate all object instances of
the discovered categories with bounding box and category
label c. To enable instance-level object understanding, we
further enhance the bounding box annotation with a unique
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object instance ID5 that is consistent across the dataset. To
reconcile the work from 3 annotators, we compare the an-
notations from one annotator to all other annotators to get
an averaged IoU based consensus score for each annotator.
Then, we select the annotator with the highest consensus
score as the source of truth for final annotations.
Stage 3: negative category verification. By the design
of federated annotation [18], not all object categories are
handled in each image. However, for evaluation purpose
for each image we would need to collect a set of negative
categories, defined as categories that do not appear in the
image. To operationalize this, we randomly sample sev-
eral categories from the vocabulary V as the candidates of
the negative categories, and ask annotators to verify. We
remove a candidate category from the negative set if any
annotator flags any corresponding object instance in the im-
age. Finally, we get a set of negative categories per image.

4. Benchmark Tasks on EgoObjects
We introduce 4 benchmark tasks on EgoObjects, start-

ing with a novel instance-level object detection task, which
has been under-explored due to the lack of object ID anno-
tations on individual objects captured in various conditions
in existing datasets. We further present 2 novel continual
learning object detection tasks, which are newly enabled by
EgoObjects. Finally, we assess the performance of classical
category-level object detection models on EgoObjects.

4.1. Instance-Level Detection

In the applications of egocentric object understanding in
AR and robotics, we are often confronted with the situation
where the model is presented with few examples of object
instances unseen during training and needs to detect those
novel objects on-the-fly. Inspired by this, we introduce the
instance-level detection below, and present two models, in-
cluding a novel target aware- and a baseline target agnostic
instance detector.

4.1.1 Task Specification

At training time, the model has access to instance-level an-
notations of objects captured under diverse conditions. At
inference time, the user can use the model to register a novel
target instance T , regardless of whether its category is seen
during training, by providing one or more 2D bounding
boxes on reference images containing the target instance.
After that, on a query image I , the detector needs to pre-
dict the bounding box of T with T ’s ID, or no box if T is
absent. To simulate the realistic setup where model back-
propagation is difficult for deployed models, we disallow

5We exclude objects from categories that have indistinguishable ap-
pearances between instances, such as those related to animals and food.

Time

1 32

1st registration: seen category 2nd registration: seen category 3rd registration: unseen category

1st detection 3rd detection2nd detection

1: 95% 1: 95%
2: 93%

1: 95%
2: 93%

3: 95%
Query images ->

<- Reference images

Figure 4: Instance detection at inference time. Continuously
registering more targets leads to more detected objects, while pre-
viously registered targets are not forgotten. The targets can be
from either seen (target 1 and 2) or unseen (target 3) categories.

model fine-tuning on the target object instance annotations.
The model is required to allow the user to continuously reg-
ister more model targets, and all registered targets should be
considered during detection. Figure 4 contains an example
where the user registers 3 targets sequentially and the model
gradually detects more target objects in the same image.
Dataset split. We divide the dataset into 4 splits:
train/target/val/test. The train split contains
9.6k instances with a total of 450k annotations from 79k
images. The target, val, test splits share the remain-
ing 4.1k instances which do not appear in the train im-
ages, and their categories can also be unseen during train-
ing. In the target split, there is a single reference image
and one annotation for each instance. The val and test
splits have 5.7K and 29.5K images with 3.8K and 4.1K in-
stances, respectively.
Evaluation protocols. Under various IoU thresholds, we
report Average Precision (AP) metrics, which are averaged
across instances. Furthermore, we break down the metrics
into two buckets for object instances from categories seen
and unseen during training to assess the model capability of
generalizing to instances from novel categories.

4.1.2 Target-aware Instance Detector

We propose an instance-level object detector aware of target
objects during object localization, and refer to it as Target-
Aware Instance Detector (TA-IDet). It supports 2 modes,
namely target registration and target detection (Figure 5).
Target registration. To register a new target object, we
feed the reference image into a ResNet based FPN back-
bone [27], generate target features at different pyramid lev-
els by using ROIAlign operator [19] according to the target
bounding box annotation, and average them over pyramid
levels. Target features of two different resolutions are ob-
tained from ROIAlign. T loc feature of resolution 1 × 1 is
used to efficiently localize the bounding box. T cls feature
has higher resolution S × S (S = 5 by default), and will be
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used to compute a confidence score of classifying the local-
ized target object. If several reference images per target are
provided, the target features are averaged.
Target detection. At detection time, TA-IDet use the same
FPN backbone to extract query image feature map F of
size C × H × W where C denotes feature channels, and
{H,W} feature map size. A feature modulation block will
transform F according to target localization feature T loc of
size C × 1 × 1, which attenuates the features in regions
where the target object is less likely to appear. The detec-
tion head takes as input the modulated query feature map,
and processes it using a Score module, which consists of
4 convolutional layers with ReLU activations, to gradually
reduce the channels from 256 to 1. The resulting score map
is normalized by a Softmax operation, and the target object
center (Cy, Cx) is predicted as the weighted sum of spatial
coordinates according to the normalized score map.

Fmod = (T loc ⊛ F )⊙ F

P = Softmax(Score(Fmod).reshape(−1))

Y g = ls(0, H − 1, steps = H).view(H, 1).repeat(1,W )

Xg = ls(0,W − 1, steps = W ).view(1,W ).repeat(H, 1)

Cy = sum(P ⊙ Y g.reshape(−1))

Cx = sum(P ⊙Xg.reshape(−1))

(1)

where ⊛ denotes convolution, ⊙ element-wise multipli-
cation and ls torch.linspace. To refine object center and
predict target object size, we sample a target feature at
(Cy, Cx) in F via bilinear interpolation, and employ a 3-
layer MLP with hidden dimension 256 to predict the spa-
tial offset (δCy, δCx) and target object size (Sy, Sx) with
a ReLU activation. After predicting target object box, we
use ROIAlign to sample a spatial feature of the resolution
S × S in F , and compute its dot product with T cls using a
sigmoid activation function as the box confidence score.
Model training. During training, we sample three images
for each instance: one reference image containing the in-
stance, one positive image containing the instance captured
in a different setting, and one negative image that does not
contain the instance. In positive image, we consider both
bounding box localization loss and classification loss. For
localization loss, we use a linear combination of L1 loss
and generalized IoU loss [44]. For classification loss, we
use the binary cross entropy loss between the predicted box
confidence score and groundtruth box label, which is posi-
tive when IoU is above IoUpos, negative when IoU is be-
low IoUneg and ignored otherwise. By default, (IoUpos,
IoUneg) = (0.7, 0.3). In negative image, only the classifi-
cation loss is used and groundtruth label is negative. See
more studies in the supplement.

Figure 5: Architecture of target-aware instance detector TA-
IDet. Top: in target registration, localization and classification
feature for each target are generated. Bottom: during target de-
tection, the model predicts 1 bounding box per target and com-
putes a confidence score to decide whether the prediction should
be rejected via thresholding.

4.1.3 Baseline Target-agnostic Instance Detector

We also consider a simple baseline approach RPN+SFNet
which consists of a Region Proposal Network (RPN) [42]
for object localization and a SFNet model [49], commonly
used in metric learning, for object classification. We briefly
review its target registration, detection and model training
below, and include more details in the supplement.
Target registration. We crop the target object from refer-
ence images and feed it through the SFNet model to obtain
the target object feature, which is then added to an index of
target object features.
Target detection. For a given query image, the RPN gener-
ates a large number of object proposals agnostic to the target
objects in the index. Each object proposal is cropped from
the query image and fed into the SFNet model to extract the
feature. These object features are then matched against all
the added target features in the index. We pick the target ob-
ject in the index with the highest matching score. The final
confidence score of an object proposal against the top tar-
get object is the product of RPN object proposal confidence
score and its matching score with the target object.
Model training. The RPN is trained on the train split using
all bounding box annotations. The SFNet model is trained
with SphereFace2 [49] loss function using all instance-level
annotations, which encourages small distances between fea-
tures of multiple views of the same instance, and large dis-
tances for features of different instances.

4.1.4 Results

The benchmark results of both models are presented in Ta-
ble 2. For both approaches TA-IDet and RPN+SFNet, we
build models with ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 backbones.
There are several intriguing observations. First, TA-IDet
substantially outperforms the RPN+SFNet on all metrics.
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val test
backbone method AP AP50 AP50se AP50un AP AP50 AP50se AP50un

R50 RPN+SFNet 17.8 29.0 29.1 19.8 15.7 25.4 25.5 16.8
TA-IDet 18.7 35.0 35.0 21.7 18.5 35.2 35.2 24.8

R101 RPN+SFNet 19.3 32.0 32.0 22.3 17.0 27.7 27.8 20.0
TA-IDet 22.6 37.9 38.0 28.5 21.9 37.9 38.0 26.4

Table 2: Instance-level detection benchmarking results on
EgoObjects. The proposed TA-IDet model significantly outper-
forms the baseline RPN + SFNet approach. AP50se and AP50un

are computed for instances with categories seen and unseen dur-
ing training. On the more challenging test split with more targets
object instances, TA-IDet can maintain the performance whereas
RPN + SFNet baseline has a significant performance drop. R50
and R101 denote ResNet-50/101 backbones.

For example, the gains in AP50 are large (+6% on val and
+10% on test split). We attribute this to the design that TA-
IDet localizes the target object by using query image feature
maps modulated by the target feature, and does not rely on
the target-agnostic RPN to generate object proposals.

Second, the best TA-IDet model with ResNet-101 back-
bone only achieves less than 23% AP on both val and test
split which have around 4K novel instances each, indicat-
ing the unique challenges in the large-scale instance-level
object detection, such as large changes in viewing direc-
tion, lighting, background and distance as well as less dis-
tinguishable appearance between instances from the same
category. See more examples in the supplement.

Third, there are significant gaps between APse and
APun, reflecting the challenges in generalizing the models
to detect instances from categories unseen during training.

4.2. Continual Learning

Existing continual learning (CL) approaches often tackle
object classification problem while continual learning ob-
ject detection task is not well explored due to the lack of
a large-scale dataset that is annotated with instance- and
category-level labels, and contains individual objects in
multiple images captured under diverse conditions. We in-
troduce 2 novel CL tasks, namely CL instance detection and
CL category detection, on a subset of EgoObjects which
contains 100K images with 250K box annotations for 1.1K
main object instances from 277 categories. There are 3.4K
and 3.1K instances in the train- and test set, respectively.
CL Instance Detection. In this task, we simulate the set-
ting when a system continuously encounters new batches of
instance detection training data, where each batch indexed
at i is called an experience Ei. In Ei, each image only car-
ries the annotation of its main object with instance ID being
the class. The system can only access data in the latest ex-
perience, which means no access to previous experiences
apart from the use of a limited replay memory. Previous ex-
periences share no common main object instances with later
experiences, which makes it a Class-Incremental Learning

CL Instance Detection CL Category Detection
rank E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 EAP E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 EAP

1st 23.3 39.5 54.6 70.2 85.6 54.7 30.6 47.2 58.1 67.5 76.2 55.9
2nd 15.1 30.4 45.5 60.8 75.4 45.4 28.4 44.7 57.6 67.9 78.2 55.4
3rd 14.7 29.1 42.3 55.4 66.9 41.7 19.5 34.5 43.9 52.7 61.5 42.4

Table 3: CL detection benchmarks on EgoObjects. We report
detection accuracy (mAP) after each experience and final Experi-
ence Average Precision (EAP), which is the averaged mAP over
experiences.

setup. We evenly split 1110 main instances into 5 experi-
ences, hence 222 instances per experience. For evaluation,
the system is benchmarked after each experience on a fixed
testing set with all the main instances, making it a 1110-
way detection problem. The evaluation metric for each ex-
perience is mean average precision (mAP). The final perfor-
mance is the averaged metric across all the experiences.
CL Category Detection. In this task, the goal is to pre-
dict the object category labels instead of instance IDs. We
create 5 experiences by applying the class-incremental or-
dering on the 277 categories of the main object instances.
Additionally, we also include the annotations of secondary
objects, which makes it a Data-Incremental Learning setup,
i.e. previous experiences share no common images or an-
notations with later ones. This differentiates our task from
other CL object detection tasks focusing on annotation in-
crementality, where the same images are repeatedly encoun-
tered in successive experiences but with a different set of an-
notations (usually class-incremental). We believe our task
provides a more realistic setting. The evaluation metric for
each experience is also mAP.
Results. We benchmark the methods from the top submis-
sions of the 3rd CLVision workshop challenge [36] and re-
port the results on above CL tasks in Table 3. In general,
these submissions build upon classic 1-stage/2-stage detec-
tors and adopt techniques to mitigate catastrophic forgetting
of early experiences when trained on later experiences, such
as sampling data from previous experiences cached in a re-
play buffer, and distilling models from early experiences to
the model for the current experience. However, these win-
ning methods still have limitations. They treat the instance
detection as a close-set problem same as the category detec-
tion, which cannot scale up to flexibly accommodate more
instances. Additionally, there is no change to the detector
architecture to better tailor to the CL tasks. See more dis-
cussions in the supplement.

4.3. Category-Level Detection

EgoObjects also supports the classical category-level ob-
ject detection task given the nearly 400 object categories in
the current Pilot version.
Evaluation protocols. We use the same dataset splits
as the instance-level detection task. In total, there are
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val test
method pretrain AP AP75 AP50 AP50l AP50m AP50s AP50bright AP50dim AP50simple AP50busy AP AP50

FasterRCNN-R50 IN1k 20.5 21.8 32.9 41.4 31.2 18.1 35.6 32.3 42.3 32.7 20.1 32.6
FasterRCNN-R101 IN1k 22.5 23.6 37.9 47.0 35.8 20.8 40.7 37.5 49.2 37.1 21.6 36.6
FCOS-R50 IN1k 23.1 25.0 31.4 40.2 28.1 16.9 33.2 31.7 40.0 31.4 22.4 30.6
FCOS-R101 IN1k 24.2 26.4 32.1 40.5 28.9 17.8 34.2 31.9 41.3 31.9 23.2 31.0
DeformDETR-SwinT IN22k 29.1 31.6 37.7 47.0 34.3 22.5 39.8 37.9 48.3 37.3 28.6 37.1
DeformDETR-SwinS IN22k 32.0 34.4 41.0 52.1 37.5 21.9 42.8 41.7 52.8 39.8 31.1 40.3
DeformDETR-SwinB IN22k 32.2 34.8 41.7 51.0 39.3 23.8 43.8 41.7 53.0 40.2 31.1 40.4
DeformDETR-SwinL IN22k 33.5 36.3 42.6 53.7 39.5 25.6 44.7 42.9 53.2 42.2 32.6 41.8

Table 4: Category detection benchmark on EgoObjects. We benchmark three mainstream detectors in this table: FasterRCNN [42],
FCOS [46], and Deformable-DETR [50]. All detectors are trained on train split and tested on val split. {AP50l, AP50m, AP50s} are
computed for different object sizes, {AP50bright, AP50dim} for different lighting conditions, and {AP50simple, AP50busy} for different
background scenes.

447K/31K/164K object annotations from 368 categories in
the train/val/test split, respectively. Due to its fed-
erated annotation process, we only penalize false positive
predictions on an image if the predicted class is in the list
of negative categories for that image.
Benchmarking models. We consider 3 types of perfor-
mant object detectors. The first one is FasterRCNN [42],
which is a two-stage detector. Next, we include the
representative single-stage detector FCOS [46] which
skips the explicit proposal generation to accelerate the
model inference. Finally, we also consider the recent
transformer-based detectors (i.e., DETR [7]). Specifically,
we adopt the Deformable-DETR [50] due to its stable
and fast training. For both FasterRCNN and FCOS, we
use the ResNet50/101 backbone pretrained on ImageNet-
1K, whereas for Deformable-DETR, we use the Swin-
Transformers [31] backbone pretrained on ImageNet-22K.
Results. The results are presented in Table 4. Notably, sin-
gle stage FCOS models outperform two-stage FasterRCNN
detectors particularly for high IOU threshold (e.g. AP75),
while DeformDETR-Swin models significantly outperform
both types of CNN detectors at the cost of large model
size and significantly more compute. However, even for
the largest DeformDETR-SwinL model, its AP metrics on
EgoObjects are still 10% lower than its AP on LVIS 43.7%
reported in Table 3 of prior work [23]. We hypothesize due
to the egocentric view and its data capture setting, EgoOb-
jects contains larger variations in background, viewpoints,
lighting and object distances, which together render it more
difficult even for category-level detection. We also imple-
mented the metrics of different buckets on experimental
conditions (e.g. object scale, lighting, background com-
plexity) in our evaluation API. We observe model’s per-
formance is lower under the more challenging conditions
(small scale, dim lighting, busy background).

5. Conclusions
We present EgoObjects, a large-scale egocentric dataset

containing tens of thousands of videos, and more than half
million object annotations. By design, it captures the same

object under diverse conditions while annotating it with
both category label and consistent object IDs in multiple
images. To stimulate the egocentric object understanding
research on it, we introduce 4 tasks and also provide the
benchmarking results of various models, including a novel
target-aware instance-level detector which largely outper-
forms an off-the-shelf baseline based on RPN and SFNet.
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